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Bitchcraft - Kerry Colburn 2019
Spells to empower the modern woman to exact
revenge and take charge For the modern woman
who wants to unleash her inner bitch, this
magical book offers simple spells and
incantations to exact revenge on anyone who
deserves it--an evil ex, a coworker who stole her

thunder, the stylist who ignored what 'just a
trim' means, the rude idiot who won't stop
talking through the movie--the list sadly never
ends. This enchanting collection emboldens
women to use their own power to take matters
into their own hands, with sassy spells for home,
work, love, and more. A driver cut you off?
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There's a spell for that. Someone on the subway
stepped on your shoe and didn't apologize? Just
recite an incantation! Boss won't approve your
vacation days? Cast a hex! The bitchy witch can
also get her friends in on it with included groupcast spells. Complete with 2-color illustrations
and inspirational bitchy quotes, Bitchcraft is a
cheeky twist on witchcraft for the modern
woman.
Woke Bitch - Marissa Hou 2021-08-15
All of the healing you need is within you. Our
mind believes that we can't be spiritual unless
we look and feel a certain way
Mama Gena's School of Womanly Arts Regena Thomashauer 2002-05-01
Mama Gena’s School of Womanly Arts shows
women how celebrating their sensuality can help
them achieve their dreams—“think of it as The
Power of Positive Thinking as interpreted by
Anais Nin” (The New York Times). Relationship
expert Regena Thomashauer teaches the lost
“womanly arts” of identifying your desires,

having fun no matter where you are, knowing
sensual pleasure, befriending your inner bitch,
flirting (in a way that makes your day, not just
his), and more—because making pleasure your
priority can actually help you reach your goals.
So if you need a refresher course in fun—and
you know you do—come to Mama.
Reform Your Inner Mean Girl - Amy Ahlers
2019-11-05
Bestselling authors Christine Arylo and Amy
Ahlers show women how to take their selfbullying Inner Mean Girls to reform school with
their internationally recognized seven-step
program. There is a silent epidemic spreading
like wildfire among women—and no one seems
to be talking about it. It’s in our boardrooms,
classrooms, and living rooms on every continent,
and it’s creating depression, stress, and
isolation. Who is this culprit? Meet your Inner
Mean Girl, the judgmental, critical, and belittling
inner bully that almost every woman hears
running through her mind on a daily basis. The
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Inner Mean Girl creates undue anxiety, cajoles
you into making bad choices, and then berates
you when they don’t work out. But there is a
cure. Reform Your Inner Mean Girl introduces
the universal seven-step program that helps
women transform their relationships with
themselves from self-sabotage to self-love. With
a mix of play, humor, creativity, and self-inquiry,
Reform Your Inner Mean Girl transforms a
woman’s self-bullying thoughts, emotions,
actions, and feelings, and helps her get in touch
with a much more powerful voice—her Inner
Wisdom. After graduating, women can finally
make choices that create more happiness, peace,
love, and success.
How to Ditch the Bitch - Leanne Ellington
2014-03-15
It's not every day that you come across an idea
so obvious, so simple and yet so powerfully
impactful as those presented within the pages of
this short book. How To Ditch The Bitch is a
truly powerful antidote to all of the naysaying,

negative, and downright nasty things that you've
most likely been saying TO yourself ABOUT
yourself for as long as you can remember.
Things related to how you look (or don't look),
how smart (or dumb) you are, how gifted (or
untalented) you feel, how valued (or worthless)
you rate yourself to be and, in fact, every single
horrible, nasty or downright bitchy judgment or
comment you've ever thought or said about
yourself. Much more than a simple 'be kind to
yourself' or 'believe you're worth it' platitude
offered by so many others working within the
women's self-help genre, this little gem goes
deeper by drawing on the latest findings in
neuroscience as it relates to self-confidence,
self-perception and self-esteem and helps
women who are struggling to create change to
finally rid themselves of the guilt, shame, and
failure labels that are keeping them stuck where
they are and living lives they don't love. Written
in a clean, clear and highly consumable format,
the book speaks to women in language they will
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understand and simply 'get' right from the start.
By transforming negative thoughts, words and
actions from a 'mindset thing' thing to the
personalization of their qualities through 'The
Bitches', women will finally come to understand
why they feel the way they do, where those
feelings come from and, perhaps most
importantly, what to do about them in order to
create rapid yet long-lasting change. In creating
How To Ditch The Bitch, coach Leanne Ellington
has undoubtedly created a giant leap for
womankind that will certainly be marked as a
turning point in moving women from living lives
that they loathe to experiencing lives that they
love. If you read the book cover to cover, do the
exercises as laid out by Leanne and take the
subsequent actions based upon what you find, a
better life is not just possible or even probable.
It's guaranteed!
The Bitch in the Bedroom - Elizabeth Hilts 2006
Bestselling author solves all women's
relationship problems.

Getting in Touch with Your Inner Bitch Elizabeth Hilts 2004
A humorous guide to getting what you want.
2010 Getting in Touch with Your Inner Bitch
boxed calendar - Elizabeth Hilts 2009-06
pbWelcome to a new year with your Inner
Bitch!/b/p pHer wise counsel - and wisecracks are designed to provide daily inspiration in your
quest to get in touch with that powerful, integral
part of yourself that you may have been denying
for far too long. EAch page offers up a little
antidote to the torrent of absurd requests,
ridiculous expectations, and outrageous
demands we face every day./p pThink of this
calendar as a sort of one-a-day vitamin that can
help you fight the effects of Toxic Niceness./p
pHere's wishing you the bitchiest year ever!/p
The Bitch at Work - Elizabeth Hilts 2007-09-01
Getting in touch with your Inner Bitch is
important in that most challenging area for
women-the workplace. This rowdy new guide is
essential whether you're just starting out,
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climbing the ladder of success or opting out of
the rat race to be an entrepreneur. Learn how to
handle everything your colleagues, customers,
clients or employers can throw at you: --The true
definition of success, on your own terms. --Does
demanding excellence make you a bitch? I don't
think so. --If you're climbing the ladder, make
sure it's leaning against the right wall. --Conflict
resolution isn't for sissies. --What to do if you're
clearly in the wrong. --Is it true that if you're the
boss, you're the bitch? --Going solo-entrepreneur
and bitch aren't synonymous. Full of helpful tips,
insights and strategies for all women in the
workplace who want what they want, and aren't
afraid to speak their minds.
How to Be a Difficult Bitch - Halley Bondy
2022-04-05
Empowers teens to love and stand up for
themselves and those around them by outlining
situations in which a reader can—and
should—be a "difficult bitch"
Color You Bad Bitch Adult Sweary Word

Coloring Book - Alex Jones 2016-07-26
Get access to some of the coolest swear word
adult coloring book in "Color You Bad" sweary
word adult coloring book. Do you wish to say
something to someone that has made you angry,
maybe its your EX and you wish to say the
craziest words to them but you cant get the
words out of your mouth. This coloring book is
the answer to that, You can finally express
yourself and color some words you wish to say to
someone that has hurt you before; You can
finally color them Bad. This coloring book
contains 30 Beautiful Patterns And Inspiring
Designs that will help you dispel anger by
discovering your inner creativity and obtain the
therapeutic benefits of this activity. Embarking
on this coloring journey, will force your mind to
focus on the task at hand and stress, worry and
fears will naturally disappear. Grab Your Copy
Today!
The Art of Being a Bitch: Putting Yourself First
and Being at Peace with Your Inner Bitch - K. C.
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Mendoza 2021-06-27
Short humorous inspiring stories about finding
your inner bitch, putting yourself on the pedestal
and being the best you can be for yourself
Box That Bitch - Misty Weltzien 2021-02-03
It's time to silence that bitch or son of a bitch
who controls your thoughts! A real bitch named
Lucy controlled Misty Weltzien's thoughts from
the time she was a kid until she finally took
charge and sent Lucy packing. If a jerk lives in
your mind, causing you to worry and doubt your
potential, this book will teach you simple, fun,
and practical ways to take back your power. If
you sometimes feel like you are running on a
hamster wheel, and there is not enough time in
the day to fulfill your goals, this book will help
you discover how to take our time back. Misty
explains the fascinating science behind negative
thoughts and offers strategies for turning them
into positive thoughts. By following the
strategies she has learned over the years, you
can make your mind work for you instead of

against you much more quickly than she did!
Here are just some of the fun, useful, lifealtering things you will learn in Box That Bitch:
Insight from neuroscientists and psychologists
on how to defeat the negative-thought gremlins
How to live a life full of fulfillment by changing
your mindset Ways to create a vision that gives
you maniacal drive Six practical strategies to
build mental toughness How to create morning
routines and healthy habits to help you stay
positive And much more! If you are ready to
evolve from a life of constant struggle to a life of
great fulfillment, then "Box That Bitch" is the
book for you!
The Book of Bitch - Ailie Banks 2019-06-17
Writer and artist Ailie Banks is a self-proclaimed
bitch. The word has been thrown at her, and the
women around her, Ailie's entire life. A bitch is
stereotypically thought to be unkind, uncaring
and ultimately untrustworthy. But in Ailie's eyes,
a bitch is someone who stands firm and speaks
their mind in the face of sexist rhetoric. They
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don't filter themselves for the comfort of others
and they don't give a single damn about meeting
societal expectations. From Ambitious Bitch to
Zealous Bitch, THE BOOK OF BITCH is an
alphabetical tribute to the word sneered through
clenched teeth at those who refuse to shrink in
the face of oppression. This book shows once
and for all that every bitch is multifaceted, every
bitch is human and every bitch deserves to be
celebrated. 'It's taken me a long time to embrace
my inner bitch, but Ailie Banks's incredible
illustrations have finally made me proud to say
I'm a bitch and that's definitely NOT a bad
thing!' Scarlett Curtis, curator of Feminists
Don't Wear Pink 'I want to be an Ailie Banks kind
of bitch. Terrorising bigots, breastfeeding in
public, glam while surviving and holding a
megaphone - these illustrations are badass and
uncompromising. This book just put 'tenacious'
back in my vocabulary and on my to-do list.' Bri
Lee, author of Eggshell Skull 'As a selfidentifying, all-encompassing, proud, loud and

powerfully unapologetic bitch, this book speaks
to me on too many levels. It has perfect
descriptions for the complex narrative that is the
life of a bitch, coupled with images that reflect
me - chubby, strong, oft-hairy, always beautiful. I
feel seen, acknowledged and understood.' Lillian
Ahenkan, FlexMami
Nightbitch - Rachel Yoder 2021-07-20
In this blazingly smart and voracious debut
novel, an artist turned stay-at-home mom
becomes convinced she's turning into a dog. • "A
must-read for anyone who can’t get enough of
the ever-blurring line between the psychological
and supernatural that Yellowjackets
exemplifies." —Vulture One day, the mother was
a mother, but then one night, she was quite
suddenly something else... An ambitious mother
puts her art career on hold to stay at home with
her newborn son, but the experience does not
match her imagination. Two years later, she
steps into the bathroom for a break from her
toddler's demands, only to discover a dense
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patch of hair on the back of her neck. In the
mirror, her canines suddenly look sharper than
she remembers. Her husband, who travels for
work five days a week, casually dismisses her
fears from faraway hotel rooms. As the mother's
symptoms intensify, and her temptation to give
in to her new dog impulses peak, she struggles
to keep her alter-canine-identity secret. Seeking
a cure at the library, she discovers the
mysterious academic tome which becomes her
bible, A Field Guide to Magical Women: A
Mythical Ethnography, and meets a group of
mommies involved in a multilevel-marketing
scheme who may also be more than what they
seem. An outrageously original novel of ideas
about art, power, and womanhood wrapped in a
satirical fairy tale, Nightbitch will make you
want to howl in laughter and recognition. And
you should. You should howl as much as you
want.
Ditch the Bitch Stigma - Kali Williams
2019-11-12

Getting in Touch with Your Inner Bitch Elizabeth Hilts 2006-09-01
Expanding on her now-classic Getting in Touch
with Your Inner Bitch (over 120,000 copies sold),
Elizabeth Hilts adds more edgy wisdom to the
book that has helped thousands of women get in
touch with that integral, powerful part of
themselves that is going unrecognized. After all,
your Inner Bitch is the little black dress of
attitudes-perfect for every occasion-and your
own personal antidote to the torrent of absurd
requests, ridiculous expectations and outrageous
demands women face every day. This edition is
bursting with new material, including: --Inner
Bitch reminders-snappy ways to keep your Inner
Bitch always on alert --Inner Bitch wisdomadvice and quotations from bitches through the
ages and throughout the world, proving that she
who wields power, wins --New observations on
the importance of the Inner Bitch in life, love
and the pursuit of happiness
Skinny Bastard - Rory Freedman 2009-04-28
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For every Skinny Bitch, there's a kick-ass man
just as eager to take control of his weight and
health. The New York Times bestselling authors
now share their tips for turning Dad bods into
Skinny Bastards. What's good for the bitch is
good for the bastard. Hundreds of thousands of
women have been inspired to "use their head"
and get real about the food they eat after
reading the best-selling manifesto Skinny Bitch.
But it turns out some men have been reading
over their girlfriends' shoulders. Professional
athletes such as Milwaukee Brewers' Prince
Fielder and the Dallas Mavericks' Jerry
Stackhouse have adopted a whole new eating
plan because of the book. Now authors Rory
Freedman and Kim Barnouin think it's time for
the guys to have a book of their own. In Skinny
Bastard, they'll explain why the macho "meat
and potatoes" diet is total crap, why having a gut
is un-cool (and a turn-off), and how to get buff on
the right foods. Eating well shouldn't be a
"girlie" thing-and the Bitches will whip any man

into shape with their straight-talk, sound
guidance, and locker room language.
The Inner Bitch - Elizabeth Hilts 1998-10
A handbook heralding the end of "toxic niceness"
offers advice on living single, being true to one's
self, and making better dating decisions
The Bitch in Your Head - Dr. Jacqueline Hornor
Plumez 2015-05-01
Do you ever find yourself thinking, how could
you be so stupid, you look fat, or you’re a
horrible mother? Are you afraid people will find
out you’ve fooled them into thinking you're
competent? If you’re guilty of expressing these
types of discouraging messages, then you have a
bitch in your head. This self-critical behavior can
wreak havoc with your life—it can keep you from
getting the love you want, the raise you deserve,
or even a good night’s sleep. Dr. Plumez began
to notice a pattern with her patients being too
hard on themselves. She found that gentler
approaches didn’t work, but when she told them
they were being a bitch—to themselves!—they
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finally recognized their self-defeating attitude
and how much it was weighing them down.With
this book, Dr. Plumez can help you banish the
bitch. It identifies the different types of
“bitches”—work, marriage, parenting, and so
on—and provides effective tools and techniques
to combat the forms of self-destruction
described. Once you begin to encourage rather
than criticize, you will find that your career,
social life, and relationships almost magically
improve.
The Bitch Switch - Omarosa 2008
Offers advice for women on how to strengthen
themselves, from everyday life to the work
environment.
2007 Getting in Touch with Your Inner Bitch Box
Calendar - Elizabeth Hilts 2005-12-01
Release Your Inner Bitch - Rose Stadler
2004-11-01
This book was written in an effort to show how
to identify faults in defensive alignment, and

with the use of audibles, the means to attack
those weaknesses instantaneously! Using the
veer offense as a basis, it illustrates a simple
progression system that any quarterback can
follow, and any teammate can understand. This
revolutionary system gives an intelligent
advantage to offensive play calling. It offers an
offensive scheme that has been cultivated over
time and invites cognitive involvement by each
team member. When players walk to the line,
they approach it with a certain intellectual
awareness, and the confidence in knowing that
whatever play is called, it will have a great
opportunity for success. It gives players
ownership, keeps them mentally aware, and
most importantly, "it makes the game fun!" "It
was a lot of fun exploiting the defense. T-Reads
was a great weapon because the defense really
never knew what we were doing." Greg
Aylsworth All-State Quarterback "It's an amazing
system for high school athletes. It was so nice to
have the decision-making process in the hands of
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the players. It was awesome!" Brian Maurer AllState Quarterback "Calling the play after the
defense is set is a huge advantage. It's like being
able to see in the future. It was so much fun!"
Tom Hollenbeck All-State Quarterback
Run Fat Bitch Run - Ruth Field 2014-01-02
Diet.
Bitch at Work - Elizabeth Hilts 2007-09-01
Getting in touch with your Inner Bitch is
important in that most challenging area for
women?the workplace. This rowdy new guide is
essential whether you?re just starting out,
climbing the ladder of success or opting out of
the rat race to be an entreprene.
I Should Really Let My Inner Bitch Out More
Often. She Gets Shit Done. - Grace Ink
2019-11-28
This 105 Page Lined Journal is perfect for
recording your notes, stories, goals, dreams,
hopes, aspirations, thoughts, and feelings. Satin
Matte Bound Paperback Cover Crisp White
Paper Gorgeous Design

The Inner Bitch Guide to Men, Relationships,
Dating, Etc. - Elizabeth Hilts 2004-09-01
It's the Bitch in bed! "If love is the answer, could
you please rephrase the question?" --Lily Tomlin
No more two-week wonders. No more romantic
cul-de-sacs. No more saying "Yes" when you
mean "No." Don't even pretend you don't know
what I'm talking about. Your Inner Bitch, that
integral, powerful part of you, is essential when
you're falling in love, and even more essential
when you're falling out of love. Looking for
romance? Looking for a date? Looking for a
relationship? Let your Inner Bitch be your guide.
"Remember, lust makes you stupid." --Nicole
Hollander
Taming Your Alpha Bitch - Christy Whitman
2012-01-31
In many areas women have earned the equality
we've been fighting for. We've broken through
glass ceilings and achieved great success. We've
shown that we can prosper by our own means.
And we've become influential, respected leaders.
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Yet many of us find ourselves unhappy, anxious,
overwhelmed. Where's the pot of gold at the end
of our "I can do it just like a man" rainbow? The
problem is that while we can be as successful as
a man, we don't get there through a masculine
approach. Being a "damsel in distress" is not the
way to make your dreams come true, but neither
is being the hyper-aggressive Alpha Bitch. In this
New York Times bestselling book,
transformation leaders Christy Whitman and
Rebecca Grado reveal how when women try to
claim power through a forceful "take no
prisoners" approach it ultimately works against
us and undermines our best efforts to create the
life of our dreams. In fact, wielding Alpha Bitch
force is ironically disempowering, because it
introduces conflict, struggle, and competition
into our personal and professional relationships,
blocking women from creating the life we desire.
How do you change from being a controlling,
competitive, and disruptive Alpha Bitch to being
an Empowered Female who is allowing,

collaborative, and balanced? Enter the Laws of
the Universe: • The Law of Attraction • The Law
of Allowing • The Law of Pure Potentiality • The
Law of Oneness • The Law of Balance and
Harmony • The Law of Sufficiency and
Abundance Taming the Alpha Bitch will show
you how to use these laws to create freedom,
joy, and abundance in your life. By using this
knowledge, you put yourself in the ideal position
for attracting those things you want with ease
and effortlessness, not struggle and pain.
Boss Bitch - Nicole Lapin 2017-03-21
New York Times bestselling author Nicole Lapin
is back with a sassy and actionable guide
empowering women to be the boss of their own
lives and careers. You don’t need dozens or
hundreds of employees to be a boss, says
financial expert and serial entrepreneur Nicole
Lapin. Hell, you don’t even need one. You just
need to be confident, savvy, and ready to get out
there and make your success happen. You need
to find your inner Boss Bitch — your most
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confident, savvy, ambitious self—and own it. A
Boss Bitch is the she-ro of her own story. She is
someone who takes charge of herself and her
future and embraces being a “boss” in all senses
of the word: whether as the boss of her own life,
a boss at work, or the literal boss of her own
company (or all three). Whichever she chooses,
being a Boss Bitch isn’t something to apologize
for—it’s something to be proud of! We all have
what it takes to be a boss bitch, says Lapin. The
problem is: we don’t learn how to do it in school.
Even if we study business, we’re not getting
enough real-deal business education. Until now.
Here, Lapin draws on raw and often hilariously
real stories from her own career and
experiences starting businesses—the good, the
bad, and the ugly—to show what it means to be a
"boss" in twelve easy steps. In her refreshingly
honest and relatable style, she first shows how
to embrace the boss-of-you mentality by seizing
the power that comes from believing in yourself
and expanding your personal skillset. Then she

offers candid no-nonsense advice on how to kill
it as the boss at work whether you have a highup role or not. And finally, for those who want to
take the plunge as an entrepreneur, she lays out
the nuts and bolts of how to be the boss of your
own business—from raising money and getting it
off the ground to hiring a kickass staff and
dealing office drama to turning a profit. Being a
rock star in your career is something that should
be worn as a badge of honor. Here Lapin shows
how to crush it in our careers like like a Boss
Bitch!
Getting in Touch with Your Inner Bitch Elizabeth Hilts 2006
More moxie from the planet's bestselling bitch!
How to Be a Bad Bitch - Amber Rose 2015-10-27
An edgy yet accessible “bad bitch” guide to life,
love, and success from Amber Rose, renowned
model, entrepreneur, and pop culture
personality. Bad Bitch (n.): A self-respecting,
strong female who has everything together. This
consists of body, mind, finances, and attitude; a
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woman who gets her way by any means
necessary. Amber Rose didn’t let her early years
in the tough neighborhood of South Philly keep
her from achieving her star-studded goals. From
the sets of music videos, to high fashion runways
and magazines, to life at home with her beautiful
son, Amber doesn’t hesitate to command her
personal stage with confidence, edge, attitude,
and her own form of grace. For the first time,
this renowned model, actress, socialite, pop
culture maven, and self-proclaimed “bad bitch”
is sharing her secrets on how to lead a powerful
life in this edgy yet accessible guide to life, love,
and success. With unparalleled candor, “Muva”
pulls back the curtain on her rollercoaster of a
journey from a young trailblazer to a worldwide
phenomenon—and it’s this evolution that has
influenced her intoxicating, authoritative outlook
on life and love. Filled with expert advice and
personal anecdotes, How to Be a Bad Bitch
covers finances, career, love, beauty, and
fashion while emphasizing confidence, positive

self-acceptance, and authenticity. Above all,
Amber delivers a message to all women in this
fiercely fearless guide: work hard, love yourself,
embrace your femininity and sexuality, and most
importantly, chase the best vision of you
possible.
Manifest It, Bitch! - Mary Mehrkens 2020-09-21
Manifest it, Bitch! Is a fun, approachable method
to manifest your desire in a way that works. It's
a fun, quick, easy-to-read book slash workbook
that anyone can use. Whether you want to
manifest more money, high-vibe experiences, or
a loving relationship, this book will help you
deepen your understanding of manifestation and
secure your trust in the Universe in a fun, no
B.S. and easy way. As you read, you'll: - Learn
what manifestation is and use Mary's 5 step
process to attract what you want - Enjoy fun
manifestation processes using candles, mantras,
rituals and meditations - Discover how easy and
natural it is to use manifestation in your
everyday life - Learn how to troubleshoot when
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the manifestation processes aren't working for
you By the end of this book, you will go from
feeling stuck and frustrated to feeling excited
and empowered to create the life you were
always meant to live.
Finding Your Inner Bitch - Pamela J Maxson
2019-07-17
Your inner bitch is the true you - the you that
has been there all along but has perhaps
intentionally gone into hiding or has been buried
by internal and external messages about how we
should behave. She is the you that is willing to
stand up for yourself. She is an empowered,
thoughtful woman, who understands how her
path, bumps and all, made her who she is and
who has a vision for her path forward. Our inner
bitch is true to self, in tune with what she
believes and wants, compassionate, sure of
herself and her values, which allows her to more
fully and generously hear others and live a
genuine and wholehearted life.When you find
her, she will help you live your most fulfilled,

authentic life. She will help you know what you
want and how to work towards that while being
compassionate and thoughtful. So you can step
fully into your life. Now. Not later. No more
slogging through your days to get to an elusive
'someday' when you can live your life and do
what you want. This book will help you get in
touch with who you are and encourage you to be
confident sharing you true self, to help you
understand and embrace that you are worthy of
being heard. Finding your inner bitch is a
journey of discovery, excavation, release,
nurture, and celebration, so she, and you, can
thrive. Years of hiding can lead to a myriad of
issues, including self-doubt, low self-esteem,
anxiety, and unhealthy behaviors.You have one
life. Don't wait to live it. Who is the essential
you? How can you express her? What is it that
you want out of life? How can you live your best
life? And if you live your best life, what are the
amazing consequences? Who would be watching
and learning from you? Who would benefit from
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this beyond yourself? We need the unleashed
thoughts and power of all people.
It's Not Really About the Hair - Tabatha
Coffey 2011-01-25
Fans of the hit Bravo show Tabatha's Salon
Takeover tune in for the straight-shooting,
unvarnished commentary of its ballsy, stylish,
and savvy star. Though millions admire Tabatha
Coffey's unflinching honesty and never-say-die
attitude, some do not and have even taken to
name-calling. Refusing to let others define her,
she has reclaimed the word "bitch,"
transforming it to fit the person she is: Brave,
Intelligent, Tenacious, Creative, and Honest. In
It's Not Really About the Hair, this deeply
private woman shares the experiences of her
own life to encourage you to get in touch with
your own inner bitch. Tabatha reveals how she
used her strength and openness to help define
her signature look, personal relationships, life
choices, and tenacious work ethic—one that in
her own words likens her to "a pit bull with a

bone." Here are the people and the
circumstances that have led her to a place of
honesty, self-assurance, satisfaction, and
success—from her tough-minded mum to her
famous mentors, her peers, and clients. Part
memoir, part business manual, and part
coaching guide on achieving self-acceptance and
love, It's Not Really About the Hair teaches you
that it's all right to be who you are, stand up for
what you believe in, and do what makes you
happy without being defined by others. Tabatha
Coffey's raw, funny, shocking, and always
inspirational story will encourage you to
celebrate the long-lasting and most important
beauty of all—the true beauty that is you.
Basic Bitchen - Joey Skladany 2020-08-04
Embrace your inner basic bitch with these 100+
everyday recipes for “basic” meals you
shamelessly love. In a world where everyone
seeks to be special and pride themselves on their
differences, there is one common bond that
unites us all—basicness. And while some rock
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the Ugg boots and drink pumpkin spice lattes
more than others, we can all still appreciate the
simple pleasures that mimosas, avocado toast,
and acai bowls bring. And that’s okay! Basic
Bitchen celebrates and embraces the basic bitch
lifestyle through food, offering step-by-step
recipes for the most fundamental (and delicious)
of all dishes. Recipes include: -Basic Bitch
Lifeblood, aka. the Pumpkin Spice Latte -Mom’s
Definitely-Not-Sicilian Sicilian Caesar Salad -“I
Could Eat This, Like, Every Day” Sushi Rolls -A
Deeply Personal Cauliflower Pizza -Way Too
Easy (If You Know What I Mean) One-Sheet-Pan
Dinners -Antidepressant Red Velvet Cake Pops
In addition to these easy, fun, and flavorful
crowd-pleasing recipes, Chowhound editor Joey
Skladany provides tips and tricks for cooking
basics, such as how to build a pantry and
cooking tools that every chef needs. Take your
cooking skills beyond the microwave and make
meals all of your friends will enjoy.
Rich Bitch - Nicole Lapin 2015-03-01

Talking about money sucks; but so does being
broke. Do your eyes glaze over just thinking
about the mumbo-jumbo of finance? Do you
break out into hives at the thought of money?
Well, sister, you are not alone. In RICH BITCH,
money expert and financial journalist Nicole
Lapin lays out a 12-Step Plan in which she
shares her experiences, mistakes and all, of
getting her own finances in order. No lecturing,
just help from a friend. And even though money
is typically an off-limits conversation, nothing is
off-limits here. Lapin rethinks every piece of
financial wisdom you've ever heard and puts her
own fresh, modern, sassy spin on it. Sure, there
are some hard-and-fast rules about finance, but
when it comes to your money, the only person
who can spend it is you. Should you invest in a
401(k)? Maybe not. Should you splurge on that
morning latte? Likely yes. Instead of nickel-anddiming yourself, Nicole's advice focuses on
investing in yourself so you don't have to stress
over the little things. But in order to do that, you
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have to be able to speak the language of money.
After all, money is a language like anything else,
and the sooner you can join the conversation,
the sooner you can live the life you want, RICH
BITCH rehabs whatever bad habits you might
have and provides a plan you can not only
sustain, but thrive with. It's time to go after the
rich life you deserve, and confident enough to
call yourself a RICH BITCH.
Love Lies Beneath - Ellen Hopkins 2015-07-21
"Tara is gorgeous, affluent, and forty. She lives
in an impeccably restored Russian Hill mansion
in San Francisco. Once a widow, twice divorced,
she's a woman with a past she prefers keeping to
herself. Enter Cavin Lattimore. He's handsome,
kind, charming, and the surgeon assigned to
Tara following a ski accident in Lake Tahoe. In
the weeks it takes her to recover, Cavin sweeps
her off her feet and their relationship blossoms
into something Tara had never imagined
possible. But then she begins to notice some
strange things: a van parked outside her home

at odd times, a break-in, threatening text
messages and emails"--Amazon.com.
How To Be a Bitch - Marissa Tindall 2019-10-10
How To Be a Bitch: How Women Who Have It All
Actually Have It All Have you been in a situation
where you say things like, "I can't bring this
painting out this way, it is not good enough," "I
would have loved to take the job but I think I am
not ready for it," or, "Why should I show an
interest when other people can do it far better
than me?" If you have, it shows that your
confidence is low and it is holding you back,
limiting your choices, and finally giving your
power to perfectionism-something that we
shouldn't do. This book has the tricks that will
empower you as a woman. You will learn how to
outgrow your career. It is time to know how to
balance everything in your life. There are also
aspects of how to develop good habits,
persevering and ensuring you attain more
productivity. No one is born blank. Nature has
created several placeholders in us - there is the
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part of us that yearns for the 'Hows.' How do I
look attractive? How do I avoid being rude? How
do I compare? How do I win over that guy? And,
of course, how do I succeed? To each one of
these and several others, we have answers.
These answers are not carefully thought-out
ones - we just happen to know the answers,
thanks to society. Society performs one function
- it fills in the various blank spaces in our
consciousness with different types of ideas,
thoughtful and dogmatic. You really cannot
blame yourself for having these ideas - not many
of us are born geniuses. The ability to sit down
and contemplate our affairs very profoundly and
critically is something we learn with
considerable effort. But because we lack the
determination to carry out this exercise, we
simply follow the current of society. Do you think
I am wrong? Well, let's see, shall we? Download
your E book "How To Be a Bitch: How Women
Who Have It All Actually Have It All" by scrolling
up and clicking "Buy Now with 1-Click" button!

Shriver - Chris Belden 2015-09-29
In this charming, clever, and darkly satiric novel
set at a writers’ conference, one man finds
himself caught in a whirlwind of literary
pretention, a suspect in a criminal investigation,
and hopelessly in love with a woman who thinks
he’s someone else. Mistaken for a famous but
reclusive author of the same name, lonely
Shriver attends a writers’ conference at a small
Midwestern liberal arts college. Completely
unfamiliar with the novel he supposedly wrote
and utterly unprepared for the magnitude of the
reputation that precedes him, Shriver is feted,
fawned over, featured at stuffy literary panels,
and barely manages to play it cool. Things
quickly go awry when one of the other guest
authors suddenly disappears and Shriver
becomes a prime suspect in the investigation.
Amidst eager fans, Shriver must contend with a
persistent police detective, a pesky journalist
determined to unearth his past, and a
mysterious and possibly dangerous stalker who
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seems to know his secret. But most vexing of all,
Shriver’s gone and fallen in love with the
conference organizer, who believes he’s
someone else. When the “real” Shriver (or is
he?) appears to claim his place among the
literati, the conference—and Shriver’s
world—threaten to unravel. Filled with witty
dialogue, hilarious antics, and a cast of bizarre
and endearing characters, Shriver is at once a
touching love story, a surreal examination of
identity, and an affectionate tribute to the power
of writing.
Lucky Bitch - Denise Thomas 2018-03-20
Can you learn to be lucky?Self-made millionaire
Denise Duffield-Thomas not only believes this is
possible, she knows it’s possible. From being
broke, hating her office job and generally having
a life that made her completely miserable,
Denise went on to travel the world and make all

of her dreams come true within the space of a
few years. She attracted more than half a million
dollars- worth of free travel, scholarships, prizes
and bank errors in her favour, and in this book
she reveals how you can do the same.Whether
you’re already lucky and want to attract even
more into your life, or you feel like your luck is
just about to run out, Lucky Bitch will show you
how to take action in areas of your life that are
lacking in magic.With her trademark humour
and encouragement, Denise gives clear and
effective instructions based on the principles of
the Law of Attraction to get you closer to living
your dream life. You’ll also learn the ‘Ten Lucky
Bitch Commandments’ and how to use them to
create luck in all areas of life, including business
and money.This book has already changed the
lives of tens of thousands of women. Now it has
the potential to change yours. If you’ve been
asking for an answer or a miracle, this book is it!
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